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ABSTRACT

This  paper  presents  a  new reference  dataset  of  sus-

tained,  sung vowels  with attached labels  indicating the 

phonation mode. The dataset is intended for training com-

putational models for automated phonation mode detec-

tion. 

Four phonation modes are distinguished by Johan Sun-

dberg  [15]:  breathy,  neutral,  flow  (or  resonant)  and 

pressed. The presented dataset consists of ca. 700 record-

ings of nine vowels from several languages, sung at vari-

ous  pitches  in  various  phonation  modes.  The recorded 

sounds were produced by one female singer under con-

trolled conditions, following recommendations by voice 

acoustics researchers. 

While  datasets  on  phonation modes  in  speech  exist, 

such resources for singing are not available. Our dataset 

closes this gap and offers researchers in various discip-

lines a reference and a training set. It will be made avail-

able online under Creative Commons license.  Also, the 

format of the dataset is extensible. Further content addi-

tions and future support for the dataset are planned.

1. MOTIVATION: NARROW, WIDE, BREATHY, 

RESONANT SINGING IN VARIOUS 

DISCIPLINES

Phonation modes play an important role in singing: they 

are an essential characteristic of a singing style – all mu-

sical  traditions have cultural preferences for  the use of 

one or more phonation modes; they are used as a means 

for  expressive  performance;  they  can  be  indicative  of 

voice disorders; subtle changes in phonation mode pro-

duction are used routinely by singing teachers to determ-

ine the progress of a student.

Johan Sundberg in his seminal work “The Science Of 

The  Singing  Voice”  identifies  four  different  phonation 

modes in singing: breathy, neutral, flow (called resonant 

by other authors) and pressed [15]. To illustrate the differ-
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ences between phonation modes let us bring some well-

known examples.

Breathy vocalisation is used skillfully by jazz and pop-

ular music singers to express qualities like sweetness or 

sexuality:  think of  Marilyn Monroe's most famous per-

formances like “I  wanna be loved by you”1 or “Happy 

birthday Mr President”2; or listen to Ella Fitzgerald's and 

Louis Armstrong's  “Dream a little  dream of me”3. This 

mode of vocal production can easily be distinguished by 

human listeners from the flow phonation mode, such as a 

resonant,  vibrating  vocalising  by  Liza  Minelli  on  her 

“New York, New York”4; and from the pressed phonation, 

e.g. the tense, forceful voice of James Brown in “I feel 

good”5.

At the same time, Liza Minelli can be quite forceful; 

Ella Fitzgerald's vocals are very dominant but light and 

economical most of the time, because flow phonation is 

natural for her voice. All the singers mentioned above use 

flow phonation, and all of them have their personal pref-

erences for varying phonation and using these variations 

as  stylistic  markers  or  as  their  individual  expressive 

devices.

 In Muslim countries of the Old High Culture a call for 

prayer can be heard five times a day from the minarets of 

the mosques. Call for prayer is an art form and Muezzins 

are  experts  in  using  squeezed,  narrow  sound  (pressed 

phonation) in their singing which makes their perform-

ances very expressive. Their vocal technique is very dif-

ferent from a rounded, flying performance of a Western 

European Gregorian chant (neutral phonation) and is at 

the same time distant from the brassy, resonant Greek or 

Russian liturgic singing (flow phonation).6

1http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MLU0jndUGg4   
2http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4SLSlSmW74   
3http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j6TmogXhOZ8   
4http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rgusCINe260   
5http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgDrJ5Z2rKw   
6Here,  again,  situation with employed phonation modes 

can be quite ambiguous. For example, Greek Byzantine 

singers  use  somewhat  pressed,  nasalized  phonation  on 

higher pitches quite a lot. In fact, a Byzantine singer with 
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While  the  term  phonation  mode  is  borrowed  from 

voice acoustics, the differentiation between breathy and 

pressed voices, between tense and open singing is opera-

tional in many voice-related research areas: ethnomusico-

logy,  singing  education,  medical  research  (phoniatrics, 

vocology) as  well  as  in  linguistics  (phonetics).  This  is 

how an ethnomusicologist Alan Lomax describes the dif-

ference between narrow and wide vocalisation:

“The  measure  concerns  the  contrast  between  the 

voices which sound mellow, relaxed and richly resonant 

(we call  this  wide)  and  the  voices  which  sound tense, 

pinched and restricted in resonance (which we call  nar-

row). Many singing styles can be characterized as having 

one or the other; in some rare cases both may occur; and 

many  ways  of  vocalizing  (like  everyday  American 

speech) are neutral in width – these we call  mid, singers 

with a “speech” tone.” [10, p. 125]. Lomax then gives a 

number of examples: narrow singing from Indonesia and 

Thailand; wide,  open singing from Eastern Europe; the 

mid mode form the US and from Ireland. 

These examples demonstrate that  breathy, pressed or 

resonant  singing  production  can  be  representative  of  a 

singing style or even a music culture. While each voice is 

different and two singers never sing the same way, every 

musical tradition displays cultural preferences for the use 

of particular phonation mode(s), which are imposed on 

the singers performing in this tradition. In many cases a 

single phonation mode is encouraged: for example bari-

tone singers in Western classical music are trained to sing 

in flow phonation and move through their singing career 

using just this phonation mode. In contrast, in classical 

Ottoman tradition a singer was expected to operate in all 

four phonation modes.

Apart from being a cultural characteristic, breathy or 

tense vocalisation can be  indicative of  vocal  disorders: 

hypofunction and hyperfunction of the glottis [5]. Their 

diagnostics and treatment are a prime concern in the dis-

ciplines of vocology (voice habilitation) and phoniatrics 

(in case of functional or anatomic pathologies) [13]. 

While  in  some  examples  even  a  less  experienced 

listener can easily distinguish between various phonation 

modes, in other cases this distinction can be very subtle 

and requires training and expertise to be identified cor-

rectly.  Lomax  refers  to  his  narrow  vs  wide  singing 

descriptor (he calls this descriptor vocal width or vocal 

tension) as an “emotionally loaded quality” and thus ex-

plains why some people have difficulties in rating it [10]. 

Vocal width is one of 36 descriptors of the Cantometrics 

system  –  a  global  parametrisation  of  world's  singing 

styles. Lomax and his Cantometrics team manually rated 

more than 5000 recordings of singing from around the 

a higher range often cannot be distinguished from an Ar-

abic singer of a similar range in terms of their phonation 

mode  usage.  Also,  some  Gregorian  chant  interpreters 

such as Ensemble Organum deliberately use flow phona-

tion in their performance.

world. Of all 36 descriptors vocal width appeared to be 

the hardest to rate consistently: the inter-rater consensus 

scores for this descriptor are the lowest (see [10], p. 168). 

Victor Grauer, the co-inventor of Cantometrics, admitted 

in  personal  communication  (February  2011)  that  this 

descriptor is the most difficult to rate.

Naturally, voice therapists are experts in vocal produc-

tion and could serve as experts for manual rating of phon-

ation  modes.  Although,  in  practice  their  work  is  often 

more  tailored  to  the  needs  of  speech  professionals.  In 

singing it's singing teachers/educators who have the deep-

est operational knowledge of all the issues related to vo-

cal  production  and  in  particular  to  phonation  modes. 

Most  singing  students  display  various  kinds  of  voice 

hypo- and/or hyperfunction during the stages of their pro-

gress.  The students'  perception mechanisms are usually 

not sufficient for self-control (in absence of any visual or 

any reliable auditory indicators). It is thus the task of the 

teacher to identify and to correct the subtlest dysfunction 

on the spot,  over  and over  again,  until  the  student  has 

gained the bodily controls needed to regulate the voice 

source function on an automatic level. 

2. PHONATION MODES IN VOICE ACOUSTICS – 

PREVIOUS WORK 

Due to complications in terminology of narrow vs. wide 

singing  within  and  across  disciplines  as  well  as  to  the 

subjectivity of the distinction between phonation modes, 

we turn to voice acoustics for objective definitions and 

physically measurable effects. The four phonation modes 

introduced  by  Sundberg  [15]:  breathy,  neutral,  flow 

(called resonant by other authors) and pressed are vocal 

production qualities resulting from the voice source (the 

vibrating vocal folds). In particular they are closely re-

lated to glottal resistance which is defined as the quotient 

of subglottal pressure to glottal airflow. A low subglottal 

pressure combined with a high glottal flow results in a 

breathy phonation. Pressed phonation arises when a high 

subglottal pressure is accompanied by a low glottal flow. 

The neutral mode lies between these two extremes. The 

flow  phonation  is  characterised  by  a  lower  subglottal 

pressure than in pressed mode and also by a lower adduc-

tion force on the vocal folds. It is an economical voice 

production mode, because it uses much less effort than in 

pressed mode gaining a similar sound level, which can be 

significantly higher than in a neutral mode. At the same 

time the flow phonation allows various resonances of the 

vocal tract to be used most effectively, while the pressed 

phonation tends to restrict some of them.

Given the above, the four phonation modes are not dis-

crete states of vocal production but are rather areas in a 

continuum space which can be distinguished on the psy-

choacoustic  level.  This  continuum is  not fully  ordered: 

while breathy and pressed modes represent its  two ex-

tremes, there are endless states between them, and flow 

phonation is a sweet spot in that continuum which optim-



ises psychoacoustic values such as loudness and overtone 

richness. As we know from singing and teaching practice, 

a singer is usually capable of using one or more localities 

of this space.

While the phonation mode of a singing fragment can 

only be identified subjectively in a psychoacoustic exper-

iment, the glottal wave - the signal produced by the voice 

source - can be measured during singing by means of a 

laryngograph  (electroglottograph),  a  non-invasive  tool 

which sends a small current through the larynx and re-

cords the changes in resistance [5, 12]. Figure 1 shows 

typical graphs of the glottal wave in all phonation modes.

Electroglottography can be used to measure the glottal 

wave during the singing process. If, in contrast, audio re-

cordings of previous events are studied, this technique is 

not applicable. 

To analyse the sound production of the voice source in 

a recording the technique called inverse filtering is often 

used: the resonances of the vocal tract are estimated from 

the original signal and a filter is constructed to eliminate 

them [2, 4, 8, 19]. Applying this filter to the original sig-

nal results in an estimation of the glottal wave.

Figure  1. Typical  graphs  of  the  glottal  wave  pulse 

functions in various phonation modes (from [15], p. 85, 

used  with  permission  of  Northern  Illinois  University 

Press)

A number  of  publications  dedicated  to  detection  of 

pressed  and  breathy  phonation  modes  employed 

descriptors derived from the glottal wave such as amp-

litude  quotient  (AQ),  normalised  amplitude  quotient 

(NAQ) and the difference between the first two harmon-

ics (H1-H2) [3, 9, 11, 16, 19]. 

Unfortunately, all of them rely on internal datasets for 

their experiments which are neither well documented and 

controlled nor are they available to other researchers for 

benchmarking or new studies. 

There have been single attempts to determine domin-

ant  phonation  modes  or  typical  values  of  glottal  wave 

descriptors  for  various  singing  styles.  For  example 

Thalén and Sundberg [18] studied Western classical mu-

sic, pop, jazz and blues, and in a later publication Zang-

ger Borch and Sundberg [1] looked at rock, pop, soul and 

Swedish dance. Both these studies worked with record-

ings by just one singer. As a starting point both studies 

were  certainly  instructive.  Unfortunately  it  is  virtually 

impossible to make generalisations about a musical style 

based on samples from just one singer. At the same time 

the methodology suggested in these papers doesn't scale 

to batch processing applications.  The datasets were not 

made available to other researchers.

In order to address high-level semantic questions about 

music like the relationship between a singing style and 

phonation modes using MIR, new approaches have to be 

developed that would allow processing of large, real-life 

data collections. One of the main obstacles for such a de-

velopment is a lack of reference and training datasets that 

are well documented and supported and are available to 

all researchers. 

In this paper we present a new dataset that will close 

this gap and will be a first step in the development of new 

scalable  methods  for  study  of  phonation  modes  in 

singing. While we also start with recordings by only one 

singer, the format of the dataset is extensible (see Section 

3.4). We plan to add further recordings in future as de-

scribed in Section 4. Contributions by other researchers 

will also be welcome.

3. THE DATASET

3.1 The recordings

The dataset consists of ca. 700 WAV files. Each file 

contains  a  single  recording of  a  sustained sung vowel. 

Recordings are of 750 sec length on average. We recom-

mend to use 300 ms around the middle of the samples for 

analysis  -  here  we can guarantee  a relative  stability  in 

pitch,  intensity,  phonation  and  articulation  (beginnings 

and ends of the samples can be less stable). 

Sound examples Symbols 

used in the 

labels

[a:] /a/  -  low front  unrounded sound, 

like in English father, German Rat 
or in Russian там 

A

[e:] /e/  -  high-mid  front  unrounded 

vowel, like in English get, German 

Esel, Russian место

E

[i:] /i/ - high front unrounded, like in I



English  free, German Genie, Rus-

sian вид

[o:] /o/ - high-mid back rounded, like 

in  German  rot,  Russian  кот, 

somewhat  similar  to  English 

caught

O

[ø:] High-mid  front  rounded  vowel, 

like German /ö/ in schön
OE

[u:] /u/  -  high  back  rounded,  like  in 

English boot, German Fuß, Russi-

an плуг

U

[y:] High  front  rounded  sound,  like 

German or Turkish /ü/, e.g. in Ger-

man müde

UE

[ɨ:] High  central  unrounded  vowel, 

Russian /ы/ like in  ты, similar to 

English roses

Y

[ɛ:] Low-mid  front  unrounded,  Ger-

man /ä/  like in  Ähre,  Russian /э/ 

like in этот, similar to [æ] in Eng-

lish cat 

AE

Table 1. The vowels represented in the dataset. 

Pitches Modes

A3 - G4 Breathy, neutral, flow, pressed

G4# - C5 Breathy, neutral, pressed

C5# - G5 Breathy, neutral

Table 2. This table indicates which phonation modes are 

represented for particular pitches in the dataset.

The vowel sounds represented on the recordings are 

listed in Table 1. These sounds were sung on all pitches 

on a semitone scale from A3 to G5, in every phonation 

mode given in Table 2.

3.2 The singer

All the recordings were produced by one female sing-

er.  This excludes  any  variation  that  would  necessarily 

arise between singers, which is useful particularly at the 

initial stages of classification model training and testing.

The singer was professionally trained, with expertise 

in Western popular and in Russian traditional singing and 

a profound experience in a number of other music tradi-

tions. 

The singer's  vocal range is  approximately D3 – C6, 

with the working range being usually limited to G3 – F5. 

At both extreme ends of the range, phonation became un-

reliable and they were not included into the dataset. The 

singer's break between the modal and the head (falsetto) 

register is around E5, thus the surrounding pitches(D5# to 

F5#) can also be less reliable. Still we decided to include 

vocalisation in the head register into the dataset to make 

it more representative, thus all pitches up to G5 were in-

cluded.

In the head register the singer was unable to produce 

pressed sounds, thus the pressed phonation mode is only 

represented up to the upper end of the modal register (see 

Table 2). Why this is the case seems to be an unsolved 

problem. While this seems to be common among singers 

of various traditions in Europe and the Near East, it is un-

clear whether in other cultures (e.g. in some East Asian 

traditions)  the singers  are in  fact  capable  of  producing 

pressed vocalisation in their head register. This observa-

tion leads to the question whether the ability to use partic-

ular phonation modes on particular  pitches is  innate or 

ontogenetic (culturally constructed).

Also, flow phonation could only be produced in the 

chest voice – up to A4 (recordings up to G4 retained for 

the  dataset).  Above  A4  it  becomes  impossible  to  sing 

most vowels in the flow mode; at the same time, the neut-

ral mode in the middle and head voice partly gains the 

qualities of the flow mode, such as intensity and richness 

in overtones, though it is very different from the chesty 

flow phonation. The singer reported from her experience 

of  teaching  Russian  traditional  singing,  which  heavily 

uses the flow mode, that this limit is typical for female 

singers, though some exceptional performers are capable 

of producing the flow phonation at as high as C5.

In the lower range, at G3 and below, the opposite is the 

case: the neutral phonation becomes more and more sim-

ilar to the flow mode – for this reason recordings below 

A3 were excluded from the dataset.

The singer apparently had more difficulties with some 

vowels  than  with  others  in  particular  modes.  For  ex-

ample, high front sounds like [i:] and [y:] proved to be 

harder to achieve in flow phonation.

3.3 Recording conditions

The  recordings  were  made  with  Olympus  LS10  linear 

PCM digital  recorder.  We chose  96 kHz sampling rate 

and 24 bits bit resolution in compliance with the recom-

mendations for acoustic analysis and archiving by the In-

ternational  Association  of  Sound-  and  Audiovisual 

Archives (IASA TC-04) [6].

The built-in  high-sensitivity,  low-noise stereo micro-

phone of Olympus LS10 is a combination of two micro-

phone heads positioned at an 90° angle. It has an overall 

frequency  response  20  –  44000  Hz.  In  the  frequency 

range of 150 -3000 Hz it  displays a flat  frequency re-

sponse of  ±2dB and in the range up to 20 kHz the re-

sponse is ±5dB. 

The lowest fundamental frequency recorded was 220 

Hz (A3) which is about ten times higher than the micro-

phone's low frequency response limit. This guarantees the 

flat phase response and preserves the exact shape of the 



waveform – a necessary condition for applications such 

as inverse filtering [17]. 

 The highest frequencies perceived by the human ear 

are about 20 kHz which is within the microphone's flat 

response range and is way below the half of the upper 

limit  of the microphone's frequency response. See [17] 

for detailed instructions on the choice and positioning of 

the microphone.

The recorder and the microphone were positioned ho-

rizontally at the level of the singer's  mouth, at the dis-

tance of 50 cm as recommended by the manufacturer for 

best voice capturing. 

The recording session took place in a  quiet room en-

vironment. The requirement of a signal-to-noise ratio of 

at least 15 dB has been adhered to [17]. 

3.4 The labels

The metadata is stored in a table of a relational database, 

see Table 3. This way of organising metadata is advant-

ageous, because it can be easily extended by further fields 

and is scalable for unlimited number of entries and rela-

tionships.  For  example  if  we  add  recordings  by  other 

singers, a  new field indicating the singer will  be intro-

duced to the table.

Labels  were  provided  by  the  singer.  They mark  the 

pitch, the vowel and the phonation mode the singer inten-

ded to reproduce. We also performed a listening test, ex-

cluding all recordings where phonation was ambiguous or 

of a poor quality. 

Metadata 

fields

ID File Pitch Vowel Phona-

tion 

mode

Version

example 212 212.wav C5# AE breathy 2

Table 3. Metadata fields of the dataset.  For vowel sym-

bols please consult Table 1. Version is optional, it is only 

used when several recordings of the same vowel at  the 

same pitch in the same phonation mode were recorded. 

Currently simple numeric IDs are used. In future a use of 

content derived IDs is planned. 

3.5 Dataset availability and license

The dataset will be made available for download under 

Creative Commons CC BY-NC-SA license. This license 

allows free sharing of the dataset as well as altering it or 

building new work based upon it.  There are following 

conditions for the use of the dataset according to this li-

cense:

 attribution – reference the creators 

 no commercial use  

 share  alike  –  if  you  alter,  transform  or  build 

upon it, you may distribute the result only under 

the same license. 

4. FUTURE WORK  

Our  dataset  is  a  first  step  in  creating  reference  and 

training collections for the study of phonation mode use 

in singing. There are several directions in which this data-

set can be improved and extended:

1. To further improve recording quality for the particu-

lar task of glottal wave estimation a professional micro-

phone  specifically  designated  for  voice  measurements 

should be used for the production of the recordings (LS2-

type microphones as specified by IEC 61094-1 and ANSI 

S1.15-1997 standards).  For other experiment designs,  a 

dataset with varying recording quality and recording con-

ditions could be useful.

2. To enhance the reliability of the labels, they can be 

verified by independent experts, ideally by singing teach-

ers representing various music cultures.

3. Electroglottograph can be used to measure the glot-

tal  wave  at  the  singer's  glottis  during  recording.  This 

would allow more objective judgements about the phona-

tion mode.  These measurements would also provide an 

excellent reference for glottal wave estimations on new, 

unseen data.

4. Alternatively, if an exact measurement of the glottal 

airflow  is  required,  an  airflow  mask  developed  by 

Rothenberg can be used, which also has an advantage of 

the low frequency limit of 0 Hz [14].

5. The scope of the dataset can be generalised by in-

cluding recordings of other singers, male, female as well 

as  children.  This  would  introduce  inter-performer  vari-

ation, which needs to be studied and is necessary to con-

struct  real-life  classifiers.  It  is  important  that  singers 

from different musical traditions are represented, because 

the ability  to  utilise various phonation modes can vary 

greatly  across  cultures.  Ideally,  a  representative  dataset 

with recordings from all around the globe could be com-

piled,  which  would  allow  to  study  the  distribution  of 

phonation mode use in singing among humans.

6. Another way of generalisation, in particular in view 

of practical tasks of automatic phonation mode detection, 

would be to introduce recordings by groups of singers, 

from small groups to large choirs. Also, recordings where 

singers are accompanied by musical instruments could be 

included. 

5. CONCLUSIONS



Phonation mode is an important characteristic of singing, 

playing a vital role in many singing-related disciplines. It 

remains under-researched, one of  the reasons being the 

lack of reference and training data. The dataset presented 

here closes this gap. It is aimed at MIR researchers who 

wish to develop automated methods for phonation mode 

detection in singing. 
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